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LUNALUNA

Seductive and exotic beyond measure; a supreme 
intelligence, infinite in its depth; the very essence of 
quixotic; a will to overcome and survive even unto 
the death of the cosmos, with a strength to rival the 
Unconquered Sun—there is but a single being in 
existence who can lay claim to all these things and 
more. She is Luna, Goddess of the Moon, Second 
on High and patron deity of the Lunar Exalted. 
Countless in her guises, she has labored for an 
endless era under the weight of her divine task: to 
provide spiritual and existential diversity from the 
Unconquered Sun. Yet, pulled by a force of love 
stronger than even the abstruse Maiden of Serenity 
can comprehend, Luna is torn by her innate loyalty 
to the Once-Guarding Star and her desire to leave 
Creation and fly to the side of Gaia.

In prehistory, it was Luna who convinced the 
Emerald Mother to turn against her brethren and 
side with the Unconquered Sun. It was by Luna’s 
design that the Lunar Exalted were produced, giv-

ing Solars the lovers, champions and seconds they 
needed to shoulder their terrible burden and win 
the war against the Primordials. And it was Luna 
who, during the Primordial War, masked herself as 
gods of multiple different purviews so that she could 
move undetected amidst the divine bureaucracy, 
uncovering Primordial sympathizers and political 
enemies of the Unconquered Sun.

Now Luna struggles to protect Creation and Gaia 
while laboring under a crippling addiction to the 
Games of Divinity. But of all the Celestial Incarnae, 
it is she who shows the strongest resistance, regularly 
breaking free from the Games to attend the Exalta-
tion of her Chosen, and to step in and directly manage 
the affairs of her domain, Silver Chair. Perhaps this 
is because she is a being of infinite depth, in a state 
of constant evolution and therefore surpassingly 
fickle. Or perhaps it is because so much of Luna’s 
heart proceeds with longing into the distant Wyld 
with Gaia, and because so much of her effort (when 
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not playing the Games) goes into creating signs and 
pathways to lead Gaia back to Creation.

Yet, that quality might be the cause for even 
greater cataclysm, as Luna’s efforts to lure Gaia 
home are the secret cause for much anxiety in the 
Celestial Order. Luna’s enemies in Heaven and 
Creation continue to mount. Meanwhile her Ex-
alted, splintered and flung into marginalized states 
at the rim of the world, can avail her little by way 
of a defense if that is where they remain.

Even so, the Argent Madonna is anything but 
an underdog, and those who would conspire against 
her have every reason to pause, as her actions during 
the Primordial War have not been forgotten. While 
most of her ancient aliases are now well known and 
she remains mostly tied up with the Games, the Silver 
Lady could still have some alternate identities yet 
to be revealed. She might even break free enough 
from the Games of Divinity to begin her cycles of 
infiltration and spying among the derelict and cor-
rupt gods of Heaven once more.

PERSONAGE AND PANOPLY
During the making of the world, it became ap-

parent that Creation could not move beyond the 
brilliance of sustained day. The Unconquered Sun 
was so dominant above all other facets of existence 
that life itself was stunted by his constant presence, 
locked into the harsh patterns of his perfection and 
burning up in emulation of him. Therefore, night 
was engineered so the Unconquered Sun could rest 
and so Creation could have rest from him. Set above 
night as its face and its guardian was the moon; the 
spirit of the moon was Luna.

Luna’s chief architect was Cytherea, the trigger 
of divine evolution who provided Gaia’s Essence 
with the substance it needed to produce Creation. 
Cytherea knew that Luna must be what the Uncon-
quered Sun was not. Yet, inspired by the embodiment 
of fully realized perfection that was Ignis Divine, 
Cytherea wanted the moon to partake of certain 
qualities in order to be his peer.
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LUNA 5

In Cytherea’s mind, Luna began to take shape: 
a being of near perfection, of magnificence and 
grace and of appreciable definition, yet indefinite. 
She would be touched by traits she shared with the 
Unconquered Sun, but defined by her differences from 
him. Where he was day, she would be night. Where 
he ordered Creation, her existence would introduce 
chaos. Where the Unconquered Sun was the pin-
nacle of all possible perfection, Luna would be the 
impossible made possible. And so, while the light of 
the Sun expressed all things within Creation, Luna 
would draw upon forces outside Creation.

But it was beyond Cytherea’s power to realize 
Luna alone. To complete her design, she went to 
Oramus, the Dragon Beyond the World, whose 
mind dwelled on alien vistas beyond perception, 
an infinite forge of the impossible that stirred the 
very Wyld into forms and patterns by the movement 
of its thoughts. In the forge of Oramus, the moon 
was born from Cytherea’s vision, cut apart from his 
nightmares to bring what was beyond and apart from 
Creation into Creation in a singular form. That 
form was Luna, who came bearing Creation’s first 
night in the cloak on her shoulders. She was a static 
being, wracked with the infinitely shifting whim of 
Oramus’s perceptions and driven toward evolution 
by the primordial urge of Cytherea.

Luna stood at once in the sky alongside the 
Unconquered Sun, and Creation fell down before 
her in love and terror. Risking her life in her very 
first taste of it, she went to the Unconquered Sun 
and put her hands on his face, and said words that 
only he heard. There in the sky, she became the 
only being to have looked upon the true face of the 
Unconquered Sun, to gaze upon his full intensity 
without being destroyed. In that instant, Creation 
had its first eclipse, as Luna’s billowing cloak of 
night spread across the sky The sun was banished 
from the world, and night fell on everything. Rising 
over the Elemental Pole of Wood, Luna began her 
first peregrination from East to West—her lithe legs 
and silver body rising over the highest treetops, her 
shoulders trailing a cloak of night in which swam 
billions of stars, her face shining with the brilliant 
glow of one who has gazed into the holy light of 
the Most High.

Born from the conceptual “without” of Oramus’s 
dreams and infused with the ever-evolving indomi-
table urge of Cytherea, Luna’s is a form that changes 
shapes to pull at the forces outside the touch of the 
sun’s light. Yet she is a blazing Celestial, allied and 
rooted firmly to Creation, fiercely loyal to the Un-
conquered Sun. She gathers darkness about her like 
a cloak, but is not of it. She draws upon the Wyld 
to touch the world with refreshing chaos, but she is 
not of the Wyld. She looks into the Beyond, where 
the dreams of Oramus create an existential well of 
alien concepts and hellish landscapes. Although 
she hails from that place, she herself is beyond the 
Beyond, having become something definite and real; 
the impossible made possible.

Luna’s design is one of elemental seduction. 
She is the great summoner, calling the tide, the 
trade winds and the clouds to veil her face. She calls 
ants up out of the desert by night to interrupt the 
endless stillness; she calls the wolves to attend her 
with their prayers. It is Luna who called out to the 
Maidens across time, awakening them from their 
primordial dreaming, and it is Luna whose call to 
“rise and shine” draws the Unconquered Sun from 
his slumber each morning. She calls the Wyld in to 
fuel the sun’s flame so that Creation might be spared, 
and she draws in the enemies of Creation with her 
hypnotic sway so that they might not be spared 
it. Chief among her duties, she calls to Gaia. For 
Cytherea knew that Gaia wished to leave Creation 
behind to continue her never-ending quest beyond 
the shores of the world, but Cytherea wished to keep 
Gaia so that they might share her sister’s seat at the 
Games of Divinity and partake of her love.

Ultimately, Luna’s seductive, magnetic nature 
was to act as a rook to keep Gaia in Creation. Yet, 
as a puppet to Cytherea, Luna failed miserably. 
Although Luna was designed to seduce Gaia, she 
was not created to love her. Her storied love for 
iconoclasts and individuals was epitomized in the 
Emerald Mother, who stood out and apart from the 
rest of the Primordials. Gaia was a trailblazer, an 
adventurer and a being empathetic to the plight of 
the myriad billions of life forms teeming on Cre-
ation’s vistas. So in love with Gaia was she that 
Luna could not turn her over to the waiting arms 
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of one who wanted to keep her. Instead Luna gave 
Gaia into the care of the Unconquered Sun, whom 
she trusted implicitly, and the Unconquered Sun 
convinced Gaia to join him in a rebellion against 
Gaia’s brothers and sisters.

Two Ages have passed since then, and Gaia 
and Luna remain inseparable. The nature of their 
peculiar relationship is a common subject of rumors 
among the ranks of the Celestial Bureaucracy. The 
self-centered, politically minded deities of Heaven 
have conjectured countless reasons the two might 
remain in collusion. They wonder if Luna wishes 
to gain influence over the Dragon-Blooded Host 
and thus usurp control of Creation by proxy. Or 
perhaps she dreams of using the aid of the last free 
Primordial to overthrow the Unconquered Sun. 
They theorize that the warm regard the other In-
carnae display toward Gaia is a polite lie, and that 
the Emerald Mother prostitutes herself to Luna to 
stay the disdainful blades of her divine siblings. In 
their theories and conjectures they drag Heaven’s 
best-known couple down to the level of their own 
petty, status-climbing schemes.

The simple, unbelievable truth of the matter 
is that Luna and Gaia fell in love in the final days 
of the Time of Glory, and in love they remain as 
the Second Age staggers toward its end. The Un-
derworld heaves itself up into Creation, poisoning 
the geomancy to which Gaia has so intimately tied 
herself. The Wyld boils at the borders of the real. 
The gates of Malfeas tremble. But whatever happens 
next in the Time of Tumult, the Fickle Lady and 
the Emerald Mother will face it together.

And Luna is watching to see what that next event 
might be—more closely than any of her siblings are. 
Though shackled to the Games of Divinity as firmly 
as the Unconquered Sun is, she has always been 
much better at splitting her attention and being of 
two minds at once than Ignis Divine is, and so she 
keeps an eye in the sky and an ear to the ground. 
Her initial shame at her Chosen for fleeing to the 
rim of Creation has long since shifted to delight at 
their adaptability and survival through their dark-
est hour. She now watches intently to see what the 
Lunars will do with her gifts. She Exalted them to 
be the heroes Creation would need, protectors of the 

GIRDLE OF THE CHTHONIC BAARA 
(ARTIFACT •••)

It is said that during the early days of the 
Primordial War the Argent Madonna person-
ally handed down this unique wonder to the 
Lunar Exalt known as the Black Manticore. 
Although it is made of flowing, flexible moon-
silver and set with cloud diamonds from the 
Elemental Pole of Air and fire opals from deep 
beneath Creation’s surface, the girdle still 
manages to project an innocuous appearance. 
Most mortals fail outright to notice it. Rec-
ognizing the artifact as anything other than a 
mundane belt requires a reflexive (Perception 
+ Awareness) roll at difficulty 5.

Supernatural obfuscation is not the 
girdle’s primary purpose or power, however. 
It was believed in the First Age that the 
belt had been somehow endowed with a 
measure of primal Wyld energy, stabilized 
by the touch of Luna. Those who know of it 
in the Second Age have their doubts. They 
suspect the power of the Chthonic Baara is 
that of Luna and Luna alone. They wonder 
if the shadow of the All-Beast is somehow 
reflected in their own Exaltations, allowing 
for the possibility of chimerism.

Whenever a Lunar wearing the girdle 
of the Chthonic Baara assumes his war form 
through the Deadly Beastman Transforma-
tion Knack, he may reflexively re-assign that 
form’s mutations in any legal configuration 
he desires without being forced to take his 
spirit shape into account. For example, a 
Lunar with the spirit shape of a great cat 
could easily assume a war form sporting wings 
and tentacles. If he ceases to wear the girdle, 
his war form reverts to its normal state. This 
artifact costs seven motes to attune.

world her lover made, and she wonders if they will 
rise again to the challenge of the Age. Most of all, 
she watches the return of the Solars. She wonders 
if the Lunars will return to their side or redefine 
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LUNA 7

themselves once again. She wonders if she should act 
to shift the situation, and if so, how. Each day, she 
chooses instead to take her moves at the boards of 
the Games, but perhaps one day she will not. None 
can say for certain, especially Luna herself.

LUNA
The Silver Lady is one of the strangest and 

strongest deities alive, manifesting some qualities 
eerily reminiscent of the Fair Folk. Her fey nature 
comes by design. Luna was originally created to 
engage with the Wyld and its unshaped horrors as 
an envoy of the Primordials, a polite alternative 
to the gold-mailed fist of the Unconquered Sun. 
She also curbed his other excesses, providing a 
balancing force that kept his zeal from burning the 
world. Luna maintained but outgrew this function 
when she fell in love with Gaia, and that love, 
more than anything else, ensured victory in the 
Primordial War by swaying the Emerald Mother 
to betray her siblings.

Without the creation of the Dragon-Blooded, the 
Celestials would have been generals without armies, 
individually awesome but ultimately insufficient to 
defeat the Primordials. Then, too, it was Luna whom 
Gaia first persuaded to spare those Primordials who 
surrendered rather than execute them all. It was Luna 
who then convinced the other Incarnae to listen to 
the Emerald Mother’s plea. Had this not happened, 
the fury of the Exalted and the Unconquered Sun 
might have doomed Creation to destruction with 
its makers. Luna remains a restless spirit, consumed 
with ardor for her lover and a nagging sense that 
she must be more, but her addiction to the Games 
of Divinity has stymied her evolution.
Motivation: The core of Luna’s personality is fickle 
(see Silver Lady’s Prerogative, p. 10). Some of her 
more common Motivations include “Be Free,” “Pro-
tect those she loves,” “Challenge those who do not 
fear the Wyld,” “Guide the lost to safety,” “Encour-
age others to seek what is beautiful” and “Spread 
knowledge of sorcery among the worthy.” Her more 
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